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Chem1B, FalllO, FH, LabQuizl Name __' -=l<=_'=E=dY~~ _
Read questions carefully before answering, No outside paper is allowed. Use the reverse side of your answer
paper as scratch. Use the periodic table and important constants charts provided.
(Tota1points=~+64=94). s'~"""1 \.6,U-,,!>'21
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MULTIPLE CHOICE. Select the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question (3 pts
each, if not mentioned otherwise).

1) Which of the following statements about gases is false?
-A) Distances between molecules of gas are very large compared to bond distances within

molecules.
@All gases are colorless and odorless at room temperature .

...---c) Gases expand spontaneously to fill the container they are placed in.
,,,D) Non-reacting gas mixtures are homogeneous.
$j Gases are highly compressible.

2) Molecular compounds of low molecular weight tend to be gases at room temperature.
Which of the following is most likely not a gas at room temperature?

~~ ~~ q~ ~~
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3) What is the predominant intermolecular force in CBr4?
A) hydrogen-bonding . D.~'

I' ~ -B) ion-dipole attraction : ,~",-,,~ C ~ ~ v' Y lA" po.c, •.
C) ionic bonding "
D) dipole-dipole attraction (3.... :
E) London-dispersion forces

4) Large intermolecular forces in a substance are manifested by _
'-'A) high heats of fusion and vaporization
---13) high boiling point
.......C) low vapor pressure
./D) high critical temperatures and pressures

E) all of the above

5) CsCI crystallizes in a unit cell that contains the Cs+ ion at the center of a cube that has a CI-
f' r (
.• - at each comer. Each unit cell contains ' Cs+ ions and 1 0-, ions,

respectively.
A) 2 and 2 B) 2 and 4 q 1 and 8 D) 2 and 1 E) 1 and 1

6) Under constant conditions, the half-life of a first-order reaction _
A) is constant

---B) is the time necessary for the reactant concentration to drop to half its original value
.....e) does not depend on the initial reactant concentration
--0) can be calculated from the reaction rate constant

E) All of the above are correct..
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7) Which one of the following graphs shows the correct relationship between concentration and
time for a reaction that is second order in [A]?

A)

[A] 1------
time

B)

l/[A] 1--------
time

C)

[A]2 1/
time

D)

In [A] I~
time

E)

[A] I~
time

8) At equilibrium, _
A) the rates of the forward and reverse reactions are equal
B) the rate constants of the forward and reverse reactions are equal

..er all chemical reactions have ceased
rtY}the value of the equilibrium constant is 1
--E)1:helimiting reagent has been consumed

9) The equilibrium constant for reaction 1is K. The equilibrium constant for reaction 2 is
~. <),~~~.3
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(1) 50.2 (g) + (1/2) ~ (g) ~ so, (g)

(2) 2503 (g) ~ 25~ (g) + 02 (g)

A) 2K D) l/2K
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E) 1/K2



10) The equilibrium-constant expression depends on the --,-_ of the reaction.
A) stoichiometry and mechanism
B) the quantities of reactants and products initiallyyresept .~.
C) mechanism 1_ \;p;.-","~.;/<".' j ".:./
D) stoichiometry Y._ ~_ ~- ~__ T

~emperature L.-tf',~rr:£u,:!1.~,[5j{,:·.,:,?,.!--·~ "'!

.'" tl

])10) _

You will lose points if you dent show the (1) set up equation, (2) the raw data in the equation and' (3) the
appropriate units in your calculations.

11) Oxygen gas is produced by decomposing KCl03 as follows: 2 KCl03 --> 2 KCl (5) +
3 OZ (g). If 0.25 L of oxygen was collected over water at 26°C and 765 torr pressure,
calculate the weight (in grams) of KCI03 decomposed. Vapor pressure of water at
26°C is 25 torr. (10 pts.) '2- rc.e0;3. -- '2. !L-c.e (s) -t so..c.- _,;,-~.' _
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12) A unit cell of LiFhas 4 U+ and 4 F- ions and the edge length is 4.02 0A, then calculate 12) 'L . fa -s: 5!~A '$

the density ofLiF. (8 pts.)
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13) From the following data:
Calorimeter
Calorimeter + water
Initial water temperature
Final water temperature
Calorimeter +water + ice
Specific heat of water
Heat capacity of calorimeter

87. r; C,C_13) _
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b) Calculate the final temperature of water in this calorimeter if 40.7 KJ of heat is
added to the system at 5.8 °C (6 pts.)
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14) The following experimental data were obtained at constant temperature for the
reaction:

14) _

2NO(g) + 02 (g) ----> 2 N02(g)

Experiment
1
2
3
4
5~vvr ~~,,,,ltc -- )<:i:AJ 1..£,j

Initial Concentrations
[NO] [NQ2J f-v>-1
0.0010 0.0010
0.0010 0.0020
0.0010 0.0030
0.0020 0.0030
0.0030 0.0030

Initial Rate
Ms-I
7.0 x 10-6
1.4 x 10-5
2.1x 10-5
8.4 x 10-5
1.9 x 10-4
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15) (Following question is modelled after Crystal Violet Kinetics expt. )
Nitrogen dioxide and carbon monoxide react at high temperatures according to the
equation:
N02 (g) + CO (g) => NO (g) + COZ (g) 1"'-le.. --;; l:- ~~07.-'_/>'L-C'v ~.'"
a) Determine and write the rate law (rate equation) for this reaction given the
following information. Clearly state any conclusions and show any and all
calculations or reasoning used for full credit (8pts). ~>fCtPJv\ ~'-''C''SS'''~ (I) l~ >:''<'(A?SI) ;0. t...,," (".~>,

i) Run 1 of the experiment was performed with [COlo = 0.15 M and [NOzlo = 1.75 x ','r i.: ~•.' r •.•••«s: ,,'W.,~•..">:
10-3 M. For this run, a plot of 1/[N02]o verses t produced a straight.line. with a slope (1.<;' 'i [el ~ l:c.. [c» ~~.

1 .,.
ofO.1Z M- s-1. ;><k - ~ \ fJJ 1.. •

ii) Run Z of the experiment was performed with [COlo = 0.30 M and IN02lo = 1.75 x

10-3 M. For this run, the slope of the 1/[N021o verses t plot was the same as the
slope of the plot for run 1.
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16) For the equilibrium reaction given below:
Cu2+(aq) + 4 NH3(aq) ~ Cu(NH3)42+(aq)

To measure the equilibrium constant, 5.0 mL of 1.00 M Cu(N03)2(aq) solution was
mixed with 15.0 mL of 1.0 M NH3(aq) at 25°C. When the equilibrium reached, the
absorbance of Cu(NH3)42+(aq) at equilibrium was determined using spectroscopy to
be 0.31. A standard curve of Cu(NH3)42+(aq), plotting the absorbance (y-axis) vs.
the concentration (x-axis) gave a straight line with a slope of 1.948 and intercept of
0.0018.

b) Calculate Kc for this system at 25°C (10 pts.).
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